Introduction
In a paper by Sapounakis, Tasoulas, and Tsikouras [8] , the authors count the number of occurrences of patterns of length four in Dyck paths. In this paper we specify in one direction and generalize in another. We only count ballot paths that avoid a given pattern, where a ballot path stays weakly above the diagonal y = x, starts at the origin, and takes steps from the set {↑, →} = {u, r}. A pattern is a finite string made from the same step set; it is also a path. Notice that a ballot path ending at a point along the diagonal is a Dyck path. Consider the following enumeration of ballot paths avoiding the pattern rur. 8 n The number of ballot paths to (n, m) avoiding rur s n (m), the entry at the point (n, m), is the number of ballot paths from the origin to that point avoiding the pattern rur. We can generate this table by using the recurrence formula s n (m) = s n (m − 1) + s n−1 (m) − s n−1 (m − 1) + s n−1 (m − 2)
where s 0 (m) = 1, and s n (n − 1) = 0 represents the weak boundary y = x. The above table is calculated using this recursion and suggests the columns are the values of a polynomial sequence. It will be shown that s n (m) is a polynomial in m. We shall present a theorem guaranteeing the existence of a polynomial sequence for a given recurrence relation and boundary conditions.
If the number of ballot paths reaching (n, x) is the values of a polynomial sequence s n (x), the recurrence relation obtained can be transformed into an operator equation. Using the tools from Finite Operator Calculus in Section 2, we can find an explicit formula for the polynomial sequence s n (x).
In this paper, we will only consider patterns p such that its reverse patternp is a ballot path. For example, the reverse pattern of p = uururrr is p = uuururr. We call such patterns depth-zero patterns. This is a requirement in Theorem 4, although for some patterns that are not depth-zero, the solution may be a polynomial sequence, but not for the entire enumeration. For patterns of nonzero depth see [5] . To develop the recursions, we need to investigate the properties of the pattern we wish to avoid.
Definition 1 A nonempty string o ∈ {u, r} * is a bifix of a pattern p if it can be written in the form p = op ′ and p = p ′′ o for nonempty strings p ′ , p ′′ ∈ {u, r} * . If a pattern has no bifixes, then we call it bifix-free.
Definition 2
If a is the number of r's in p and c is the number of u's, then we say p has dimensions a × c, and
If o is a bifix for the pattern p, then we will see in Section 4 that we need that d(p ′′ ) ≥ 0. The following lemma shows that this restriction is not necessary when p is depth zero.
Lemma 3 If p is a depth zero pattern and o is a bifix of
Proof. First we note the additive property of
Since p is depth zero, any suffix of p is also depth zero, in particular p ′ is depth zero.
In this section we will present the main tools from Finite Operator Calculus that will be used to solve these enumeration problems. As we noted before, not every pattern we choose to avoid will have a polynomial sequence solution. The following theorem will illustrate why we want a depth-zero pattern.
Theorem 4 Let x 0 , x 1 , ... be a given sequence of integers where F n (m) = 0 for m < x n . For m > x n define F n (m) recursively for all n ≥ 0 by
where j a 1,j = 0 and with initial values
all m ≥ x 0 , and if for each j holds b i,j ≤ x n − x n−i + 1 for n ≥ 1 and i = 1, . . . , n, then there exists a polynomial sequence f n (x) where deg f n = n such that F n (m) = f n (m) for all m ≥ x n and n ≥ 0 (within the recursive domain).
Before we prove this theorem, we look back at the example of ballot paths avoiding the pattern rur. 
Here, x n = n − 1 and F n (x n ) = δ n,0 . The recursion satisfies the conditions b i,j ≤ x n − x n−i + 1 = i + 1 and j a 1,j = 1 = 0. In the table, below the initial values are the polynomial extensions, which are not all 0. Clearly, if the recursion required us to use values below these initial values, the values generated would not agree with the values generated by the polynomial extensions, thus we need the condition b i,j ≤ x n − x n−i + 1, in general. We now prove Theorem 4.
Proof. We first let f 0 (x) = F 0 (x 0 ), since F 0 (m) = F 0 (m−1). Now suppose F n (m) has been extended to a polynomial of degree n. The recursion tells us that F n+1 (m) − F n+1 (m − 1) can be extended to a polynomial of degree n since j a 1,j = 0. But if the backwards difference of a function is a polynomial, then the function itself is a polynomial of one degree higher (see [3] ).
The objects of Finite Operator Calculus are polynomial sequences called Sheffer sequences. A Sheffer sequence is defined by its generating function, which can be written in the following way.
where σ(t) is a power series with a multiplicative inverse and β(t) is a delta series, that is, a power series with a compositional inverse. We say (s n ) is a Sheffer sequence for the basic sequence (b n ) where
Notice that b n (0) = δ n,0 and b 0 (x) = 1.
In order to find the solution to the recurrence, we first transform the recursion into an equation with finite operators. For every Sheffer sequence, the linear operator
, maps s n to s n−1 . The operator B also maps its basic sequence b n to b n−1 (Rota, Kahaner, and Odlyzko [7] ). Also if B is a delta operator, that is B = n≥1 a n D n where a 1 = 0, then it corresponds to a class of Sheffer sequences associated to a unique basic sequence. We do not have to worry about convergence since these operators are only applied to polynomials, thus only a finite number of the terms will be used for a given polynomial, and thus the name Finite Operator Calculus.
An example of a delta operator that will be frequently used in this paper is ∇ = 1 − E −1 , where E a s n (x) = s n (x + a) is a shift operator. By Taylor's Theorem, we can write
in operators. Clearly ∇ is a delta operator.
If we consider s n (x) for x ≥ n−1 in (1), we obtain the operator equation
We have written one delta operator in terms of an unknown delta operator.
The following theorem [6, Theorem 1] lets us find the basic sequence for the unknown operator B in terms of the basic sequence of the known operator.
Theorem 5 (Tranfer Formula) Let A be a delta operator with basic sequence a n (x). Suppose
where the T j are linear operators that commute with shift operators, and T 1 is invertible. Then B is a delta operator with basic sequence
where τ i n is the coefficient of t n in τ i (t).
Notice that this Theorem implies that the unknown operator B is a delta operator, and so the underlying polynomial sequence is a Sheffer sequence. The final step is to transform this basic sequence into the correct Sheffer sequence using the initial values. For ballot paths we have that s n (n − 1) = δ n,0 , thus the following lemma gives us the solution based on these initial values.
Lemma 6 If (b n ) is a basic sequence for B, then
x − c is the Sheffer sequence for B with initial values t n (an + c) = δ n,0 .
In our case, we would obtain the solution from the basic sequence b n given in the transfer formula as
called Abelization [6, (2.5)]. We want to remark that given the generating function e xβ(t) = n≥0 b n (x) t n , we find
All the examples connected to pattern avoidance are of the form
where a k , c k ∈ Z. If this equation can be solved for E,
where τ is a delta series, then
We first present the results in [5] which covered bifix-free patterns and patterns with exactly one bifix. We then present results for patterns with any number of bifixes, hence for any depth-zero pattern. We also give some examples and special cases.
Bifix-free patterns
Let s n (x; p) be the number of ballot paths avoiding the pattern p; we occasionally will drop the p in the notation when convenient. If the pattern is bifix-free and depth-zero, we need only to subtract paths that would end in the pattern, thus we have the recurrence
where p has dimensions a×c. For example uurrurrur has dimensions 5×4, and depth zero. If the pattern has depth zero, and a ≥ c ≥ 1, a ≥ 2 (if a = 1 then p = ur, a pattern we do not want to avoid), then it is easy to check that the conditions of the Theorem 4 are satisfied; the solution is polynomial. In operator notation,
Since the delta operator ∇ can be written as a delta series in B, the operator B is also a delta operator. The basic sequence can be expressed via the Transfer Formula
Using (2) we obtain
Therefore the number of ballot paths avoiding p and returning to the diagonal (Dyck paths) equals
Patterns with exactly one bifix
If the pattern p has exactly one bifix, then there exists a unique nonempty pattern o such that p = op ′ o. If p has depth 0 and dimensions a × c, and p ′′ has dimensions b × d, we have a recurrence of the form
For example let p = urruurr. This pattern is depth-zero, with dimensions 4 × 3 and bifix o = urr, so b = 2 and d = 2. From the paths reaching (n − a, x − c), those ending in p ′′ = urru cannot be included in the recurrence and must be subtracted, and from those again we cannot include paths ending in urru, and so on. The p ′′ piece of the pattern that is responsible for this exclusion-inclusion process may not go below the diagonal; hence it must have d(p ′′ ) ≥ 0 which lemma 3 guarantees. If d(p ′′ ) < 0, then at some point we would be using numbers below the y = x boundary, which are only the polynomial extensions and do not count paths.
In operators, we have
Using the Transfer Formula, we obtain b n (x) =
Because s n (n − 1) = δ 0,n we get s n (x) = j,k,l≥0
So for the pattern urruurr, we obtain s n (x) = j,k,l≥0 
and
The number of Dyck paths equals
The first pattern we considered, rur, is of this form where b = d = 1. The solution in this case is
and the number of Dyck paths equals
where C n is the nth Catalan number.
6 Patterns with any number of bifixes B bi E −di
In general, we can find the basic sequence for any depth zero pattern via the transfer formula, although it would involve many summations. We now consider an example and some special cases. i j
